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New integrations





Nedap retail. The integration module allows receiving events from EAS antennas at checkout
lane. Only antenna group operation is supported but not managing a separate antenna.
Antennas are joined into a group via the manufacturer’s web-interface.
MAX4 (MX04) reader for Honeywell Galaxy Dimension.
Satel. Satel InteGra devices are integrated: Integra 32 / Integra 64 / Integra 64 + / Integra
128+ / Integra 256+.
Suprema BioMini control reader integration allows adding fingerprints to a Suprema
controller via Access Manager.

New features and improvements
Software modules




Access Manager. New Emergency Monitoring interface (tab) is added. It allows monitoring
persons that are currently in a specified region, and finding out location of a specified user.
These functions can be used, for example, while performing emergency evacuation from the
area to make sure there is no one left in the region.
Virtual Access Server. Added ability to send access request to the operator when an attempt
of access via the Virtual Access Server is performed. This allows to use the module together
with the Event Manager.

Access Control Systems


Suprema. Fingerprints can be added to controllers via Access Manager. Added ability to use
the passage logic by card OR fingerprint, and automatic connection recovery function in case
of communication loss. Equipment tree structure has changed: fingerprints objects are no
longer created in the tree. Fixed some minor bugs.

Perimeter Intrusion Detection Systems


Intrepid II. Added ability to set the timeout for the AIM input after the MTP segment is
activated. This reduces the number of false alarms for the segment. Fixed some minor bugs.
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Fixes
Minor bugs are fixed in the software modules Event Manager, Access Manager, Time&Attendance,
the Access control sуstem ZK, the combined ACS/FSA modules Galaxy Dimension v.2, Apollo SDK v.2
and HID, and Fire & Security Alarm system UniPOS 5000.

Release features
The version 6.3 of ACFA integration modules includes all new integrations and fixes of the previous
version.
ACFA 6.3is compatible with Intellect 4.10.3.For more information about the versions compatibility,
please refer here.
For documentation, please visit the product documentation portal.
Download the ACFA 6.3 installer here.

